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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT 

Report on Race Meeting held at Morphettville Racecourse 
by the South Australian Jockey Club on Saturday, 13 September 2014 

 
 

Stewards: M. Santoro (A/Chairman), C. Deakin (HT), D. Bucknell (F), P. Ryan (M) 
(Stewards), D. Southgate, A. Thriscutt, V. Ferguson & F. Williams (Deputy 
Stewards), Dr. P. Horridge & Dr. B. Agnew (Veterinary Surgeons). 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

TRACK: Dead 4 (Upgraded to Good 3 @ 3.15 pm, retrospective to Race 6)  WEATHER: Fine 

 
RAIL:  True 
 
RIDER CHANGES: 
 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 

2 WILANDER PRINCESS S. Price J. Kah Indisposed 
6 BURNING FRONT H. Coffey K. Nisbet       “ 
8 MAGICAL PEARL       “ K. Cross       “ 
9 DOUBLE POCKETS  S. Price C. Lindop       “ 

 

 

----------------------------- 
 

RACE 1 : MELBOURNE CUP LIVE RACING AT MORPHETTVILLE  -  1600 metres 
 
MIRACLE THE SECOND was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon on arrival on 
course who reported the gelding had dislodged its middle incisor tooth and was fit to race. 
 
STROBES (D. Tourneur) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
D. Tourneur, the rider of STROBES, reported the gelding laid in throughout the event.  
STROBES was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
DEIHEROS was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 2 : WELCOME BACK MICK THREE-YEAR-OLD BENCHMARK 70 HANDICAP  –   

  1050 metres 
 
PRIDE OF FINNISS became fractious in the mounting yard and dislodged its rider K. Bishop.  
K. Bishop was examined by the First Care Medical officers and ruled fit to ride. 
 
WILANDER PRINCESS (J. Kah) was slow to begin. 
 
ECLAIR CHOICE (D. Tourneur) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event and 
in the vicinity of the 500 metres improved and became awkwardly placed on the heels of 
BURGUNDY BLAST (C. Lindop). 
 
ECLAIR CHOICE (D. Tourneur) laid in under pressure in the straight and in the vicinity of the 
150 metres, shifted in onto BURGUNDY BLAST (C. Lindop), which was inconvenienced.  As 
a result D. Tourneur was forced to stop riding to straighten his mount. 
 
SILVERSANDS (J. Toeroek) laid in under pressure in the straight. 
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RACE 2 : WELCOME BACK MICK THREE-YEAR-OLD BENCHMARK 70 HANDICAP  –   

  1050 metres  (Cont’d) 
 
BLEU JEUNE lost its near hind plate during the event. 
 
BURGUNDY BLAST, which performed below expectations, was examined by the Club’s 
Veterinary Surgeon who reported a poor recovery with injected oral mucous membranes.  
Mr. L. Macdonald and Mr. A. Gluyas, the co-Trainers of BURGUNDY BLAST, were advised 
the results of an endoscopic examination and a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be 
required prior to presenting the gelding for a future trial or race.  
 
ÉCLAIR CHOICE was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
BLEU JEUNE was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported the filly to be 
lame in the near hind leg.  Mr. R. Balfour, the Trainer of BLEU JEUNE, was advised a 
Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required prior to presenting the filly for a future trial 
or race. 
 
 
RACE 3 : MEDALLION HOMES BENCHMARK 90 HANDICAP  -  2500 metres  
 
CRUZ’N NOW (T. Baker) jumped away awkwardly. 
 
KING CADEL (J. Toeroek) and DOUBLY SURE (L. Hopwood) came together and bumped 
on jumping away. 
 
In the vicinity of the 400 metres MR ANDRE (H. Coffey) rolled out and brushed BAKLAVA 
BOY (NZ) (B. Claridge), which shifted out and away, inconveniencing KING CADEL (J. 
Toeroek), which was tightened onto CAROUN (IRE) (J. Kah). 
 
On pulling up H. Coffey, the rider of MR ANDRE, became distressed and was forced to 
dismount from the gelding as he required urgent medical attention.  AS Stewards deemed it 
would be impractical to weigh H. Coffey in, he was given permission not to return to Scale 
and undergo medical attention.   
 
Correct Weight for this event was delayed to allow B. Claridge, the rider of the second 
placegetter BAKLAVA BOY (NZ), and Mr. G. Young, the gelding’s Trainer, to view the official 
vision in the vicinity of the 400 metres.  After doing so B. Claridge lodged an objection 
against MR ANDRE (H. Coffey) being declared the winner on the grounds of alleged 
interference at the entrance to the straight.  Stewards received advice from the First Care 
Medical officers that H. Coffey would be unfit to attend the protest hearing.  Mr. M. Hickmott, 
representing Mr. R. Laming, the Trainer of MR ANDRE, took responsibility for the rider, 
owner and Trainer in the hearing.  After considering the evidence, on viewing the official 
footage and acting on their own observations, Stewards dismissed B. Claridge’s objection. 
 
 
RACE 4 : 1914 FIRST CONTINGENT RATING 0-72 HANDICAP  -  1600 metres 
 
The start of this race was delayed approximately three minutes owing to a delay with the 
First Care Medical officers who were attending to H. Coffey. 
 
WALTZING TO WIN (B. Claridge) was slow to begin. 
 
WAR IS OVER (S. Carr) rolled out rounding the home turn and brushed RAFFINATO (J. 
Holder). 
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RACE 4 : 1914 FIRST CONTINGENT RATING 0-72 HANDICAP  -  1600 metres (Cont’d) 
 
Over the concluding 100 metres RAFFINATO (J. Holder) laid in and brushed WAR IS OVER 
(S. Carr) on a number of occasions. 
 
Correct Weight for this event was delayed to allow J. Holder, the rider of the second 
placegetter RAFFINATO, and Mr. J. Cornell, representing Mr. T. McEvoy, the mare’s Trainer, 
to view the official vision in the straight. 
 
MOST HUSBANDS was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported a slower 
than expected recovery. 
 
 
RACE 5 : TATTSBET BENCHMARK 90 HANDICAP  -  1200 metres 
 
On arrival at the barriers the Veterinary Surgeon reported the nasal strip on NICHOLLS 
COURT had detached and was unable to be replaced.  Owing to this, Stewards permitted 
the gelding to race without its nasal strip. 
 
ALCOHOL (J. Toeroek) got its head down as the gates were released and jumped away 
awkwardly. 
 
MR GOOD CAT (K. Cross) was slow to begin. 
 
SAINT OR SINNER (NZ) (J. Childs) reared on jumping away. 
 
In the vicinity of the 400 metres EXCITES ZELADY (A. Herrmann) was momentarily 
inconvenienced when awkwardly placed on the heels of SAINT OR SINNER (NZ) (J. Childs). 
 
J. Childs, the rider of SAINT OR SINNER (NZ), which performed poorly, explained the 
gelding had travelled well in the early and middle stages of the event, however, when he 
placed it under pressure in the vicinity of the 400 metres SAINT OR SINNER (NZ) failed to 
respond to his riding and in his opinion had finished the event off poorly.  SAINT OR SINNER 
(NZ) was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
 
DAYTONA GREY was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported the gelding 
to be lame in the near foreleg.  Mr. L. Macdonald and Mr. A. Gluyas, the co-Trainers of 
DAYTONA GREY, were advised a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required prior to 
presenting the gelding for a future trial or race. 
 
 
RACE 6 : PETER ELBERG FUNERALS RATING 0-72 HANDICAP  -  1200 metres 
 
WHEATSHEAF FLYER (H. McKechnie), which hung out severely throughout the event, 
made the home turn awkwardly and shifted extremely wide on the track.  WHEATSHEAF 
FLYER was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible 
abnormalities.  Mr. P. Preusker, the Trainer of WHEATSHEAF FLYER, was advised the 
gelding would be required to perform tractably in an Official Barrier Trial prior to accepting for 
a future race. 
 
GET PRONTO (K. Bishop) raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
S. Cahill, the rider of BACK ON TARGET, which performed below expectations, explained 
the gelding had travelled well in the early and middle stages of the event, however, when 
placed under pressure in the vicinity of the 400 metres, failed to respond to his riding and in 
his opinion had finished the event off poorly.  BACK ON TARGET was examined by the 
Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported no visible abnormalities. 
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RACE 7 : EXPRESS COLOURS PRINTING MORPHETTVILLE GUINEAS  -  1600 metres  
 
WINESEARCH (J. Holder) jumped away awkwardly. 
 
ROYAL OCEAN (D. Tourneur) raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. 
 
In the vicinity of the 300 metres DEANNA JEAN (J. Potter) was disappointed when 
attempting a tight run between the heels of ROCKET COMMANDER (J. Toeroek), which 
rolled in slightly at the same time as GLENROSS (T. Baker) shifted out, resulting in DEANNA 
JEAN being obliged to alter course to the outside of ROCKET COMMANDER to obtain clear 
ground.  J. Toeroek and T. Baker were reminded of their obligations when their mounts 
commence to shift ground. 
 
WINESEARCH, which performed below expectations, was examined by the Club’s 
Veterinary Surgeon who reported the filly to be lame in the off hind leg.  Mr. T. McEvoy, the 
Trainer of WINESEARCH, was advised a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required 
prior to presenting the filly for a future trial or race. 
 
 
RACE 8 : HOLDFAST INSURANCE BROKERS BENCHMARK 90 HANDICAP  - 

1600 metres 
 
MISS WYNETTE (J. Holder) shifted out on jumping away and brushed RIALYA (J. Toeroek). 
 
WHAT’S IN A NAME (R. Stewart) raced keenly in the middle stages of the event. 
 
At the entrance to the straight MISS WYNETTE (J. Holder) shifted out onto ROAD TRIPPIN’ 
(S. Carr) taking that gelding out onto the hindquarters of WHAT’S IN A NAME (R. Stewart), 
turning that gelding in.  As a result ROAD TRIPPIN’ lost its position and was obliged to alter 
course to the inside of MISS WYNETTE to obtain clear ground.  J. Holder was severely 
reprimanded and advised in future he would be required to make a greater effort to correct 
his mounts when they commence to shift ground. 
 
 
RACE 9 : ANGELAKIS BROS BENCHMARK 82  HANDICAP  -  1050 metres 
 
BELFAST BOY (D. Tourneur) was slow to begin and shortly after was hampered by VINARD 
(J. Kah), which jumped away awkwardly and shifted out. 
 
PISTOLIER (J. Toeroek) knuckled on jumping away. 
 
At the entrance to the straight BELFAST BOY (D. Tourneur) shifted out to improve onto 
PISTOLIER (J. Toeroek), which was laying in, resulting in PISTOLIER having to be steadied 
momentarily.  D. Tourneur was reminded of his obligations when shifting ground in future. 
 
In the vicinity of the 150 metres TINTANGEL ROCKER (K. Bishop) shifted in and away from 
DOUBLE POCKETS (C. Lindop) onto ALABAMA MISSILE (J. Holder), which shifted out 
abruptly, resulting in TINTANGEL ROCKER having to be steadied momentarily as it 
commenced to weaken. 
 
ALABAMA MISSILE was examined by the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon who reported a poor 
recovery with injected mucous membranes.  Mr. D. Jolly, the Trainer of ALABAMA MISSILE, 
was advised the results of an endoscopic examination and a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness 
would be required prior to presenting the mare for a future trial or race. 

----------------------------- 
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PRE RACE SAMPLES (23): 
 

Blood Samples were taken from the following horses: 
 

Race 1  DEIHEROS, STROBES, MIRACLE THE SECOND, LOQUETEUX. 
Race 3 LENNYBE, MR ANDRE, BAKLAVA BOY (NZ), CASTANO GIRL, DOUBLY 

SURE (NZ), CRUZ’N NOW. 
Race 4 WAR IS OVER, MAGIC CONSOL, ON A DREAM, RAFFINATO. 
Race 7 WINESEARCH, ANABRING, BETSY, DANE HUSSLER, GLENROSS. 
Race 8 RIALYA, GLANEUSE, ROAD TRIPPIN’, MAGICAL PEARL. 

----------------------------- 
 

ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (12): 

Race 1 – MIRACLE THE SECOND (winner) 
Race 2 – ECLAIR CHOICE (winner) 
Race 2 – BURGUNDY BLAST (beaten fav.) 
Race 3 – MR ANDRE (winner) 
Race 4 – WAR IS OVER (winner) 
Race 5 – ALCOHOL (winner) 

Race 6 – CREANCE (winner) 
Race 6 – BACK ON TARGET (beaten fav.) 
Race 7 – ROYAL OCEAN (winner) 
Race 8 – WHAT’S IN A NAME (winner) 
Race 9 – BELFAST BOY (winner) 
Race 9 – ALABAMA MISSILE (beaten fav.) 

----------------------------- 
 

 

 

SUMMARY 

FINES Nil 

SEVERE REPRIMANDS Race 8 – J. Holder (MISS WYNETTE) – AR137(a) – Careless Riding. 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

SUSPENSIONS Nil 

HORSE ACTIONS Race 2 – BURGUNDY BLAST - Not to race – Results of endoscopic 
examination & Vet Certificate of Fitness required prior to trial or race 
– Poor recovery with injected oral mucous membranes. 
Race 2 – BLEU JEUNE - Not to race – Vet Certificate of Fitness 
required prior to trial or race – Lame Near hind leg. 
Race 5 – DAYTONA GREY - Not to race – Vet Certificate of Fitness 
required prior to trial or race – Lame near foreleg. 
Race 6 – WHEATSHEAF FLYER – Suspended – Required to 
perform tractably in an Official Barrier Trial prior to accepting for a 
future race – Hung out severely throughout event. 
Race 7 – WINESEARCH - Not to race – Vet Certificate of Fitness 
required prior to trial or race – Lame off hind leg. 
Race 9 – ALABAMA MISSILE - Not to race – Results of endoscopic 
examination & Vet Certificate of Fitness required prior to trial or race 
– Poor recovery with injected oral mucous membranes. 

ADJOURNED INQUIRIES Nil 
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